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Abstract

Exercise bike is an accessible facility in the gym. Previous studies of exercise bike focused mainly on cardiorespiratory
response while few emphasis was laid on biomechanical analysis. The aim of this study was to determine the knee joint
reaction forces in cycling with different saddle heights and resistances. One male volunteer performed cycling while 3D
kinematic data and EMG were measured. Processed 3D kinematic data would input the AnyBody modeling system to drive the
musculoskeletal model and build the exercise bike model in the environment. The experiment resulted in an average of the
Mean Absolute Error of 0.13. This musculoskeletal model showed the peak anterior-posterior shear force equaled 2.76 times of
the body weight, the peak axial force equaled 2.61 times of the body weight, and the peak medial-lateral force equaled 0.49
times of the body weight. To prevent knee joint injury, cycling at lower saddle height and lower resistance should be avoided.
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Abstract

The goal of this research was to investigate the ankle joint moment while pedaling a fitness bicycle under different speeds. The
subjects were three young healthy males without any lower extremity injuries within six months. They were asked to pedal the
fitness bicycle at 50 rpm and 70 rpm. We filmed the reflected markers during pedaling by using the Motion Analysis System to
obtain the kinematics parameters. The kinetics parameters, gathered by the ATI Six-Axis/Torque Sensor System, were
incorporated with the inverse dynamics formula to calculate the ankle joint moment for analyzing the effect upon the ankle
joint while pedaling. The result showed that the peak value of ankle joint moment in high speed was higher than that of in low
speed.
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